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A conversation with Zygmunt Skórzyński, who quot-

a legendary thinker (who, of course, was not yet leg-

ed an opinion of a French sociologist: in America,

endary in 1958), praised Polish social sciences while

they have very well-developed research tools, but

criticizing American and Soviet research. Coming

no problems as such. And they produce second-rate

from the civilizational center of Europe, he boosted

ideas. In the USSR, they have real and complex prob-

the self-esteem of the peripheries not only by com-

lems, but no research tools. In Poland, there are both

paring its accomplishments to those of the Western

real problems and an elaborate set of research tools.

countries, but also to those of the USSR, on which

Aren’t there? I was delighted with this opinion of

Poland was at that time politically and economically

a foreign scholar. [Zawieyski 2011:601 (trans. MNF)]

dependent, also in the area of social research. For Polish sociologists and humanists, deprived of access

The

to many international channels of scientific com-

anecdote opening this

munication by the communist regime, words such

article dates back to

as those attributed to Foucault expressed a strong

1958 and comes from

desire for appreciation from those who, while set-

the diaries of Jerzy Za-

ting the tone in global science, were usually blind to

wieyski, a Polish intellectual and writer. He quotes,

what scholars from Eastern Europe had to offer. The

after Zygmunt Skórzyński, a sociologist and activ-

long-term dependency on the USSR, which might

ist of the Catholic intelligentsia, the praise of Polish

be compared to a colonial relationship, especially in

sociologists’ research tools, which was supposed-

terms of political dominance (Moore 2001), shaped

ly made by a scholar from France, from the West.

the perception of Poland as the Periphery of Europe,

According to Remigiusz Ryziński (2017:165), that

jammed between two Centers: the Western (praised

foreign scholar was Michel Foucault, who between

by the majority of Polish society) and the Eastern

1958 and 1959 stayed in Warsaw as the head of the

one (which put a direct imprint on the every-day re-

Center for French Culture at the University of War-

ality) (Bielska and Wróblewski 2017) and resulted in

saw and with whom Skórzyński, as a member of

an inferiority complex among Polish intelligentsia

Warsaw’s Crooked Wheel Club (Klub Krzywego Koła,

with regard to their civilizational position defined

a club of the Catholic intelligentsia), might well have

against that of Western European intellectual elites

spoken. The text devoted to the history of madness

which served as a reference point (Zarycki 2014).

in Western social discourses that Foucault (2006)
was then working on could be treated as a socio-

In post-socialist Europe, this inferiority complex has

logical study rather than a purely philosophical or

not disappeared. For scholars from Eastern and Cen-

historical work; one should not then be surprised by

tral Europe, what was at stake within the peripheral

the fact that Foucault was labeled as “a sociologist.”

field of social sciences was not so much being recognized in the West as a distinct research “subculture,”

There are, however, so few testimonies of Foucault’s

but being included in the academic world despite

stay in Warsaw that it is by no means certain that

representing Europe’s peripheries (Warczok and

the above-mentioned opinion was expressed by

Zarycki 2014; 2016). What often served as a means

him. Yet, today without Foucault the anecdote loses

to this end was uncritical copying of theoretical and

all its charm. The essence of this story is the fact that

methodological frames borrowed from the Center,
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without taking into account the specificity of the lo-

tice into a strategic tool of the actualization of the

cal context of empirical research. With this in mind,

order of knowledge.

in this article, I discuss the methodological aspect of
the post-Foucauldian perspective.

Developed since the late 20th-century in the West,
Post-Foucauldian methods have recently been gain-

The post-Foucauldian approach to discourse, pow-

ing more and more attention from scholars from

er, and the subject is a heterogenic and multi- and

Eastern Europe, including Poland. This interest

interdisciplinary way of studying the relationship

has not been accompanied, however, by sufficient

between knowledge, the discursive and ideological

reflection on the theoretical and methodological

aspects of social communication, and the practices

adequacy of the post-Foucauldian perspective for

of governing society. The key terms in this approach

studying power, governance, and subjectification

(e.g., discourse, dispositif, knowledge, power, gov-

in post-socialist societies. This is closely connected

ernance) are mostly defined based on Foucault’s

with the critique of the neoliberal bias in Foucault’s

texts. Yet, his works are not the only point of refer-

late thought. For many of his admirers, Foucault

ence. This is, for instance, conspicuous in empirical

was a thinker who went far beyond the Kantian and

studies where post-Foucauldian researchers take

Nietzschean critique of Western culture and was of-

inspiration from other sources (e.g., sociology of

ten a step ahead of his contemporaries. However, in

knowledge, critical linguistics, or symbolic interac-

the field of contemporary Foucauldian studies, this

tionism). The post-Foucauldian approach comprises,

label of a postmodern, anti-Hegelian prophet with

inter alia, discourse analysis within the framework

an anarchist message seems to no longer fit snugly.

of governmentality studies (Angermüller and Van

“Michel Foucault was a far-sighted theorist, but also

Dyk 2010), dispositif analysis (Jäger 2001; Bührmann

a creature of his time,” Samuel Moyn points out (as

2005; Bührmann and Schneider 2008; Raffnsøe,

cited in Zamora and Behrent 2016:I). To put it more

Gudmand-Høyer, and Thaning 2016), sociology of

precisely, Foucault was primarily a creature of a giv-

knowledge approach to discourse (Keller 2011; Bosa-

en geopolitical space and of a particular form of ra-

nčić and Keller 2016), and subjectivation analysis

tionality in which he articulated his concepts.

(Keller, Schneider, and Viehöver 2012; Bosančić 2018;
Bosančić, Pfahl, and Traue 2019). Post-Foucauldian

In the first part of the article, I discuss Foucault’s

methodologies share the concept of multiplied pow-

alleged endorsement of neoliberalism and, in partic-

er actualizing itself in social practices, including the

ular, its impact on dispositif analysis. In the second

production of knowledge and theoretical discours-

part, I investigate the specificity of the post-Fou-

es (Diaz-Bone et al. 2007). Discourse, as an object of

cauldian research carried out in the Central and East-

analysis, is understood here as a set of enunciations

ern European context (i.e., Poland) in comparison to

(with their material grounding), the production of

analyses performed in Western liberal democracies

which is “[in every society] at once controlled, se-

with developed capitalism (i.e., Germany). To illus-

lected, organized and redistributed by a certain

trate my arguments, I will focus on educational dis-

number of procedures” (Foucault 1981:52). In empir-

courses and practices because of their significance

ical research, discourse refers to the production of

for the subjectification of individuals. In the closing

meaning which turns any form of discursive prac-

remarks, I propose several research guidelines for
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dispositif analysis conducted in Poland, where this

a priori. In other words, thinking is not ideological

methodological perspective has been systematically

by itself, but it is defined by a discourse that deter-

gaining visibility among social scientists. The aim

mines one’s perception of reality (Veyne 2010:13, 27-

of these postulates is to confront post-Foucauldian

29). By consistently calling Foucault a skeptic and

conceptual devices with the local specificity of ana-

“a good positivist,” Veyne (2010:108, 118) suggests

lyzed discourses and social practices.

that the particular and material circumstances of
the production of theoretical discourse put their

Foucault: A Creature of His Place and
Time

stamp on Foucault’s work, which he must have been
aware of, rejecting philosophy’s claim of discovering a universal truth and transcendental values,

What is usually highlighted in Michel Foucault’s

and, in effect, refusing to address in his research the

intellectual biographies is his professional duali-

social aspects of contemporary capitalism and con-

ty. While critics willingly point out his misguided

sumerism.

actions and statements as a public intellectual and
an activist, his academic and theoretical preoccupa-

Stuart Elden (2016a) points to this problem explicit-

tions are regarded as relatively impregnated against

ly, claiming that in the studies of Foucault’s thought,

the impact of his politics and views embedded in

his “political activism and engagement with con-

a certain social context (Eribon 1991; Macey 1993;

temporary problems [are] underappreciated.” How-

Sarasin 2005; Fisch 2011; an exception is the biog-

ever, he highlights that “[q]uite how he combined

raphy by Miller 1993). The consequence of such

that activism with the academic work is difficult to

a representation of Foucault is the fact that he is re-

grasp” (Elden 2016a), since Foucault’s work was al-

garded, according to Daniel Zamora (2014), as “an

ways based on archival research, which made his

untouchable figure within part of the radical left,”

conceptions and terms historically and geographi-

and the general tendency to draw “the far too con-

cally specific. Adding to that the question of public

sensual image of Foucault as being in total opposi-

activity, which is difficult to fully separate from aca-

tion to neoliberalism at the end of his life.”

demic work, one cannot ignore the problem of using
Foucault’s perspective for analyzing other historical

Even Paul Veyne, in his text Foucault: His Thought,

periods or political and cultural spaces. According

His Character published as late as 2008 in French and

to Elden (2016a), taking into account the discrepan-

two years later in English, rejects the tendency to re-

cies between the analyzed portion of social reality

duce Foucault to being “the product of a certain line

and Foucault’s writings “would be truer to his spirit

of ‘1968 thinking’” (Veyne 2010:1). He points, how-

than uncritical applications.”1

ever, to the fact that the discourse formulated by
Foucault was a result of discursive practices marked
by a specific episteme and set-ups regulating its production. Escaping the limitations of one’s thinking
is possible through inventing a new discourse that
may not replicate the limitations of an old one, but
still has boundaries delineated by the historical

Such a critique of Foucault has been looming over the
post-Foucauldian approach to discourse and power since its
early days. Since the late 1980s, post-Marxist subaltern studies
have argued that the Foucauldian model of power/knowledge
and discourse should not constitute one of the main inspirations for postcolonial theory, but turn into an object of deconstruction as a pure derivative from the Western European tradition of critical reasoning and subject positioning (e.g., Spivak
1988; Ahmad 1992; Nichols 2010).
1
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Foucault’s Evaluation of Neoliberalism

proposed not a dogmatic but an experimental interpretation of (neo)liberalism, rooted in the critique of

Already in his 1993 controversial biography of Fou-

sovereign and disciplinary power, and in the per-

cault, James Miller (1993:310) notes with regard to

spective of the microphysics of power. Seen from this

the lectures delivered at the Collège de France in

angle, neoliberalism is a “tool of the critique of reali-

early 1979 that the thinker “turned his own atten-

ty and theoretical thought,” “a kind of experimental

tion to modern liberalism, analyzing its character

dispositive,” an invitation to rethink the relationship

with unprecedented sympathy.” Today, his ambiv-

between the state, the market, and individual free-

alent attitude towards the post-1968 Left in France,

dom through a rejection of the language of the state

his harsh criticism of the welfare state and social

in favor of the concept of economic rationality, and,

security, his sympathy for the negative income tax

most of all, “a purely intellectual construct” formu-

proposed by Milton Friedman and by Lionel Stoléru

lated as a refreshing theoretical proposition for the

in France, and the ambiguities in his evaluation of

Western Left (Lagasnerie 2012:29, 148, 174-175 [trans.

neoliberalism, found mostly in the abovementioned

MNF]). Lagasnerie’s point of departure is a diagnosis

cycle of lectures published in 2008 as The Birth of

of the futility of the contemporary critique of neolib-

Biopolitics, are debated as major shortcomings of his

eralism, which, in his opinion, revolves around the

thought. In The Birth of Biopolitics, he elaborated on

same arguments and clichéd ways of understanding

the concept of governmentality, the rationality of gov-

neoliberalism. They are opposed by Foucault, who

erning people through managing their freedom in

sees neoliberalism not so much as an ideology of the

the framework of political economics and thanks to

dominant class, but a non-totalizing art of governing

a strategic operating device, the dispositif of security,

individuals, which takes into account their diversity

which functions as a tool of the selection of mean-

and gives them a margin of independence from the

ing which is socially legitimate, utile, and presented

rationality of government. Neoliberal governmen-

as the truth (Foucault 2008; see also Lemke 2001).

tality moves away from a disciplinary regulation
of people’s conduct, and towards their nondirective

The question of Foucault’s attitude towards neolib-

optimization or even de-subjectification (Lagasnerie

eralism was raised many times after his death (e.g.,

2012:12, 35, 57, 155, 175).

Larner 2000; Behrent 2009), but the debate has become heated only in the last decade. In 2012, a conver-

A further step is taken by critics who see Foucault’s

sation took place between François Ewald and Gary

work as incorporating neoliberalism into the theo-

Becker, in which they both, although starting from

retical discourse. What serves as a highly debated

different standpoints (and Becker admitting to not

example of such a “deconstruction” of late Foucault

having “read much of Foucault”), came to the con-

is the volume Foucault and Neoliberalism, edited by

clusion that Foucault had offered an “apology of neo-

Zamora and Behrent, published in 2014 in French

liberalism” concerning its non-disciplinary, subjectif-

and 2016 in English. Foucault is charged there with

icating logic of governing people (Becker, Ewald, and

misreading the productivity of economic liberalism,

Harcourt 2012). In the same year, Geoffroy de Lagas-

having an indefensible faith in the emancipatory di-

nerie, in La dernière leçon de Michel Foucault [The Last

mension of neoliberal power, and focusing on iden-

Lesson of Michel Foucault] (2012), argues that Foucault

tity struggles and on groups excluded from the neo-
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liberal forms of employment or, in general, from the

freedom in comparison to former modes of govern-

governmental mode of subject-making (such as the

ing the people. Thirdly, at that time, Foucault was one

mentally ill or prisoners), instead of standing up for

of the first scholars who not only politicized neolib-

the economically exploited majority. He is accused

eralism as a set of strategic practices of governance,

of justifying the shift in the left-liberal policy away

but saw it as critically problematizing the social or-

from the struggle against social inequalities as such,

der of his times, rather than being a supra-structural

towards the limited counteracting poverty as a final

economic project. Fourthly, his analysis of neoliber-

result of structural inequalities. In consequence, he

al subjectivity focuses on ordoliberalism and early

is labeled as an anti-statist, an enemy of econom-

American neoliberalism with human capital theory,

ic interventionism and social security. As Behrent

and not on neoliberalism in all its breadth. There-

(2016:185) claims,

fore, the argument that he misreads general neoliberal practices of subject-making seems misleading as

the tragedy of Foucault thought is that the conceptual

Foucault’s analysis is limited to a few features of the

tools he had so skillfully deployed to shine a wither-

phenomenon. As Dean (2018:50) warns,

ing critical light on postwar society proved distinctly
less trenchant when directed at the emerging neolib-

When we use Foucault today we can no longer imag-

eral order—the contours of which, at the moment of

ine, however, that we have entered a position of safe-

his untimely death in 1984, Foucault could only have

ty or that his name invokes an intellectual insurance

glimpsed in the vaguest of terms.

policy against analytical missteps and naïve political
enthusiasms. We should also be aware that there is

In this context, Mitchell Dean (2018:43) offers a more

a struggle going on over Foucault’s legacy, including

neutral view of Foucault’s attitude towards neolib-

by those who would give us a Foucault consistent

eralism. Firstly, for Foucault, neoliberalism meant

with economic or political liberalism.

“not simply a philosophy of freedom and the market,” but a practical form of “governing states and

Sharing some of these reservations, I believe that, in

other organizations” and finally individuals. Sec-

many instances, the ideas of the author of The Birth

ondly, neoliberal governance was favored by him as

of Biopolitics and of his critics simply do not overlap.

a post-disciplinary system

Firstly, the subject and aim of Foucault’s thought tend
to be wrongly identified. It is not making neoliberal-

in which the field is left open to fluctuating processes,

ism the “subject of sociological theory” or seeing it, in

in which minority individuals and practices are toler-

a Marxist vein, as a late phase of capitalism or, in a lib-

ated, in which action is brought to bear on the rules

eral spirit, a political doctrine (Laval 2018:19, 28, 36, 71).

of the game rather than on the players, and finally in

Foucault’s goal is a non-economic analysis of a histor-

which there is an environmental type of intervention

ically defined shift in the way and rationality of gov-

instead of the internal subjugation of individuals.

erning people as economic subjects; a move away from

[Foucault 2008:259-260]

regulation towards normalization and beyond.

In other words, neoliberal governmentality is about

Secondly, the weakness of the criticism in question

governing people, but with a considerable margin of

is its presentism (Specter 2015:368). For example, this
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is how Dean and Zamora (2018) conclude their crit-

were “peculiar to a particular technology of gov-

ical review of Les aveux de la chair [Confessions of the

ernment” (2008:319). Foucault was interested in the

Flesh], the fourth, unfinished part of The History of

response of neoliberal intellectual discourse to the

Sexuality, which is read today as an implementation

crisis of liberal governmentality after 1968; some

of the project of neoliberal optimizing individual

scholars see a distant prediction of the contemporary

conduct in order to rethink the liberational aspects

problems of liberal democracies in his reflections on

of the technologies of the self, inherited from ancient

the replacement of the homo politicus by the homo oeco-

ethics and radically transformed by Christianity:

nomicus (Brown 2015:72-80).

From Trump to Brexit, to the demise of French social-

The third problem is the textual idealism imput-

ism, the recent disaster of the Italian elections, and

ed to Foucault by critics, who tend to use it them-

the crisis at the Nordic heart of the social democratic

selves. Ascribing to him a belief in the ideological

model, the folly of this strategic intersection and its

honesty of the manifestos of early neoliberalism

evacuation of the problem of economic exploitation

that he quoted, contemporary commentators often

and inequality has become all too plain to see.

insufficiently differentiate between what Foucault
refers to and his own theses. The fact that he nev-

Despite the accuracy of the remark suggesting that

er explicitly rejected neoliberalism and stressed the

Foucault had not foreseen the alarming direction of

relationship between emancipatory programs and

the development of neoliberalism and its practices,

government is misinterpreted as a lack of critical

which have not only not banished the oppressive in-

distance towards the subject of his study rather than

stitutions of the state and market, but have also led

as a politicization of the neoliberal project (Hansen

to increased inequalities in capitalist economies, this

2015:297). Seeing Foucault as strongly antipathetic to

criticism clearly reveals its own ahistorical nature.

the state is also misguided. The fact that he writes

Foucault’s texts on German ordoliberalism, the Chi-

about “State-phobia” does not mean that he himself

cago school of economics, the program of Giscard

shares it (Foucault 2008:75-76). A particular object of

d’Estaing’s government, and works by Raymond

his criticism is not the state as an idea, but its spe-

Barre are juxtaposed with the governments of Mar-

cific realization: a police state with a disciplinary

garet Thatcher and Ronald Reagan, the Washington

power apparatus. He also points to the paradox that

Consensus, or the economic crises of the early 21st

the ideas of limiting the state’s powers usually con-

century. Out of such a battle, Foucault, who died in

tribute to their transformation or increase in other

1984, cannot come unscathed, even though he never

spheres of social life.

declared that he wanted to study neoliberalism in its
Realpolitik version. On the contrary, he highlighted

Fourthly, criticism of Foucault often works as a pars

the temporal, spatial, and situational limitation of his

pro toto, at the expense of reflecting upon the whole

analyses (e.g., Foucault 1991:380); he warned against

of his work. Critics quote the same passages, read-

the temptation to read history through a contempo-

ing them literally and treating them as a source

rary lens (1976:30-31); in his 1979 lectures, he stressed

of conclusive declarations. Allegedly, one of the

that the subject matter of his research were the kinds

“proofs” for Foucault’s neoliberal inclinations is his

of relationships between the state and society which

1984 statement (Foucault and Rabinow 1984):
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I think I have in fact been situated in most of the squares
on the political checkerboard, one after another and

Post-Foucauldian Methodology and
Neoliberalism

sometimes simultaneously: as anarchist, leftist, ostentatious or disguised Marxist, nihilist, explicit or secret

The critique of Foucault’s theory of neoliberalism

anti-Marxist, technocrat in the service of Gaullism,

has consequences for the application of his method

new liberal [French original: neoliberal], and so on. An

in empirical studies of (neo)liberal practices (e.g.,

American professor complained that a crypto-Marxist

Bröckling, Krasmann, and Lemke 2010; Diaz-Bone

like me was invited to the USA, and I was denounced

and Hartz 2017). In this context, the main objections

by the press in Eastern European countries for being

towards the post-Foucauldian approach concern its

an accomplice of the dissidents. None of these descrip-

ambiguous non-engagement in the critique of ide-

tions is important by itself; taken together, on the other

ologies, and a tendency to reconstruct a complex

hand, they mean something. And I must admit that I

social reality in a reductive manner and to make

rather like what they mean. [383-384, emphasis added]

inferences about the process of subjectification and
subjectivation only on the basis of discourse, as well

Foucault does not deny any of the labels attached to

as to reproduce fragments of neoliberal discourse in

him, but he does not embrace any of them, either.

his analytics of power, which results in the appro-

One could see this as a practical realization of the

priation of governmentality studies by the neolib-

postulate to make criticism a permanent research

eral system of the production of scientific discourse

task. At the same time, one may see the attempts

(Rehmann 2016). Moreover, what is highlighted

at pinpointing Foucault’s political worldview as

as a weakness of the post-Foucauldian perspec-

a manifestation of the power he himself wrote

tive is that it overlooks the emotional component

about, obligating the subject to confess the truth

of discourse and non-discursive practices, ignores

about themselves (Hansen 2015:292).

biographic conditions that influence the productivity of power relations and neglects economic and

Finally, the abovementioned way of reading the

class relationships on the global and local scale, and

lectures on governmentality, though intellectually

finally gives little attention to the diversification of

provoking, seems excessively restricted by his crit-

democratic and neoliberal capitalist power in societ-

ics’ Marxist lens and by a tendency to treat “neo-

ies whose discourses and institutions are analyzed

liberalism as the explanatory mechanism” of any

using this approach.

pathological aspects of current social and economic
life (Hansen 2015:292). As a result, an alleged neo-

As a remedy, some researchers propose combining

liberal bias functions as an answer which Foucault

the post-Foucauldian approach with other qualita-

formulated as a result of his anti-communism and

tive methods, for example, the biographical method

in response to the crisis of the welfare state of his

(Tuider 2007; Pfahl, Schürmann, and Traue 2015),

time. When viewed from a post-Marxist perspec-

the sociology of knowledge (Keller 2011), and inter-

tive, what Foucault actually tried to do seems un-

sectional discourse analysis (Paulus 2015) or quan-

imaginable: namely, he attempted to find a potential

titative methods, for example, correspondence anal-

for the critical art of government in certain forms of

ysis (Hamann et al. 2019). Nonetheless, the problem

neoliberalism.

of Foucault’s worldliness remains. By worldliness,
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I mean what Edward Said (1983) understood as

course analysis is almost always an essential part of

a historical and material grounding of the author

dispositif analysis, it is not an occasional discourse,

and their texts in the social world. In particular,

but a particular order of knowledge and the asso-

the “worldly” character of Foucault’s concepts con-

ciated discursive and non-discursive practices that

cerns dispositif analysis. Present in his oeuvre from

create subjects (Schneider 2015:28-29).

the mid-1970s, the term dispositif refers to a heterogenic composition of discursive and non-discur-

The first methodological dilemma stemming from

sive elements of social reality interconnected with

the peculiarity of Foucault’s perspective is con-

the relations of power (Foucault 1980:194-198). This

nected to the question of whether its direct appli-

apparatus responds to forms of power/knowledge

cation of the study of diverse local contexts is jus-

emerging within the Western epistemes and heu-

tified. The second dilemma stems from Foucault’s

ristic models of government and governed subjects.

attitude towards neoliberalism (in its narrow sense).

Hence, the dispositif of security related to neoliberal

The analysis of the dispositif of security carried out

governmentality is a problem-solving operator that

within governmentality studies is connected with

functions in the framework of the discourse/knowl-

a critique of the current influence of neoliberal dis-

edge order, which derives from the early neoliberal

courses and public policies on the subjectification of

thought developed in French, German, and Ameri-

individuals. Meanwhile, what Foucault proposes in

can intellectual milieus.

his lectures is a genealogy of the subject emerging
from a historically and locally specific neoliberal

As a perspective to study relations between power,

elitist discourse. That is why, in order to use Fou-

knowledge, the subject, and the truth, the dispositif

cault’s perspective in studying the practices of con-

approach focuses on “the processes of the reduction

temporary neoliberalism, one should either reduce

of meaning” (Angermüller 2010:90), caused by dis-

it to a retrospective inspiration or (which seems

cursive and non-discursive practices, as well as by

a more useful choice in terms of its epistemic value)

physical objects, which all serve together as a de-

subject it to an empirical test, which is perhaps a sine

vice of power exercised both on subjects and objects

qua non of the (post)Foucauldian sociology of power

(Jäger 2001; Link 2006; Caborn 2007). As an analyti-

(Jeanpierre 2006:105-106).

cal category, dispositif “is empirically identified due
to a more or less systematic use of a certain methodology” (Bührmann and Schneider 2008:152 [trans.

Towards a Post-Socialist Dispositif of
Security

MNF]), aimed at reconstructing in an abductive
fashion the relations between orders of knowledge,

One of the fields that are affected by the theoretical

orders of discourse, practices of subjectification,

and methodological difficulties present within dis-

and its materializations and objectifications in so-

positif analysis are the relations of power in Central

cial practices. For discourse researchers, dispositif

and Eastern European post-socialist and peripheral

usually serves as a framework to combine textual

states,2 where dispositif analysis is used as a meth-

analysis with analysis of the practical and material
context of discourse production and its impact on
the subjects (Hoffarth 2013:98-99). Although dis-
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od for a radical reconstruction of power relations

ernization and subjectification practices are rather

between the self, social structure, law, economy, the

superficial. In his work on discipline, Foucault made

truth, and the state in the context of rapidly devel-

only a vague comparison between Western mod-

oping post-1989 capitalism and growing individual-

ernization and the Gulag. In his 1975-76 lectures

ism in social life (e.g., Czyżewski 2012, Chutorański

at the Collège de France, Society Must Be Defended,

2013a; 2013b; Ostrowicka 2015; Nowicka-Franczak

Foucault (2003:260-263) denounced the discourse

2017). Paraphrasing the question from the title of

of class struggle as racist not only in its Soviet ex-

Laurent Jeanpierre’s article—“Une sociologie fou-

treme version, but also as a tool of any socialist form

caldienne du néolibéralisme est-elle possible?” [Is

of power. According to him, the Soviet Union and

Foucauldian Sociology of Neoliberalism Possible?]

communist Eastern Europe functioned as police

(2006)—we should pose another question: is Fou-

states governed by an administrative force within

cauldian or post-Foucauldian sociology of post-so-

the logic of socialism—though not in a Western gov-

cialism possible? Are post-socialist governmentality

ernmental way, but rather in its excess (see, e.g., Fou-

and its dispositif of security possible, according to

cault 2001a:36; 2001b:64-65; 2001c:401; 2001d:1158).

Foucault’s work? And is dispositif analysis a relevant method for post-socialist research?

His late writings include many remarks on socialism, but mostly restricted to comments on its French

The first reservation stems from Foucault’s minor

or German variants. In his 1979 lectures, he rejected

academic interest in Eastern Europe, despite his

the concept of the “autonomous governmentality of

public engagement in political support and human-

socialism,” claiming that “there is no governmental

itarian aid offered to dissident circles. In Eastern

rationality of socialism,” no “governmental reason”

Europe, and especially in Poland, where Foucault

(Foucault 2008:92-93), as socialism functions solely

lived between 1958 and 1959 and where he finished

within an economic, historical, and administrative

writing History of Madness, as he put it ironically,

rationality, but does not produce means of “conduct-

“in the stubborn, bright sun of Polish liberty” (Fou-

ing the conduct” of individuals, certain categories of

cault 2006:XXXV), he is praised for his consistent

people, and whole populations. Foucault refers to the

critique of Stalinism, as well as for his “ferocious

Marxist origins of socialism, but he does not consid-

hatred of everything that evokes communism, di-

er the Leninist reading of Marx’s work in terms of

rectly or indirectly” (Eribon 1991:194). His Discipline

revolutionary rationality or their practical realiza-

and Punish was frequently read by Eastern European

tion in Eastern Europe (indeed, he barely mentions

readers as an allegory of totalitarian regimes. What

East Germany). What interests Foucault in the con-

makes Foucault so attractive for Eastern European

text of socialism is the possibility of applying some

scholars is his image of a Western leftist thinker

of its elements to neoliberal rationality; this strate-

without a communist bias. However, his attempts

gy, however, cannot be a symmetrical synthesis of

at making a link between Western and Soviet mod-

both types of governance (he discusses this using

with the initial reconsideration of theoretical and methodological tools and the testing of their empirical adequacy. Another
such field is, for instance, Latin American studies where the
Foucauldian approach is widely disseminated or the studies of
the Global South.

the example of the transformations in postwar social democracy in West Germany [Foucault 2008:8891]). For him, “socialism can only be implemented
connected to diverse types of governmentality. It
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has been connected to liberal governmentality and

economic and financial inefficiency of the socialist

then socialism and its forms of rationality function

system was the most important factor determin-

as counterweights, as a corrective, and a palliative

ing the transformation of the system in the region,

to internal dangers” (Foucault 2008:92). The only

along with social mobilization and a favorable inter-

remark which refers to the Europe of his time as

national situation. The long-term aim of the trans-

a whole concerns socialism’s attempts at constitut-

formation was to narrow the civilizational gap be-

ing some form of collective economic sovereignty

tween Eastern and Western Europe, measured by

instead of the one superseded by market liberalism

individual material and civil aspirations (Gomułka

(Foucault 2008:283).

2016:19; see also Kovacs 1992).

In his interviews, Foucault differentiates between

In contrast, Foucault focused on the laboratories of

Soviet totalitarianism and Eastern European social-

the art of government, on isolated cases of relatively

ism. For example, he points to the strong psycholog-

coherent dispositifs of power, supported by a consis-

ical and cultural relationship between the societies

tent political economy. The situation of post-social-

of France and the then Polish People’s Republic (Fou-

ist countries does not easily yield to such classifica-

cault 2001e:804) and to the exceptional role played

tions. Below, I concentrate on the case of Poland. On

in Poland by the Church as a mediator between the

the one hand, this country is offered as an example

communist party and the working class, in which

of an effective system transformation from author-

he actually sees the tragic ridiculousness of Polish

itarianism and socialism to democracy and capital-

socialism (Foucault 2001f:1088). His remarks on the

ism, leading to economic success in macroeconomic

region do not go beyond journalistic commentary,

categories (Gomułka 2016:20). On the other hand,

perpetuating the motif of the oppressive Soviet Big

the state of liberal democracy in Poland is fragile,

Brother and the dissidents fighting against the re-

especially with regard to civil rights. A prominent

gime. Foucault intended to give lectures on the gov-

place within the public discourse and the symbol-

ernmentality of totalitarian parties and in autumn

ic sphere is invariably occupied by nationalist and

1984, to conduct a seminar on the possibility of

xenophobic ideas, as well as those characteristics

a socialist governmental reason which could have

of premodern Christianity (Porter-Szücs 2014). One

been invented rather than deduced from socialist

could speak of Polish material and economic mod-

thought, but he did not manage to carry out this

ernization without axiological modernism (Sowa

plan (Elden 2016b:109-111, 201, 206).

2015:27f) conditioning the liberal “government
through freedom.”

Regardless of the conclusions on socialist governmentality which Foucault could have offered, what

The first reforms allowing market business activ-

interests the researchers in Central and Eastern Eu-

ities in selected industries were introduced in Po-

rope today is the post-socialist reality: democratic

land before the transformation (e.g., Wilczek’s law of

and capitalist, but produced out of the ruins of so-

1988—named after the industry minister at the time,

cialist political economy, having its source in Soviet

Mieczysław Wilczek). To some extent, the econom-

Marxism and Leninism. I do not use the phrase “out

ic transformation preceded the political one, but it

of the ruins” metaphorically but literally, since the

gathered pace and was discursively legitimized
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only in the critical year of 1989. The strongly imita-

modernity in its radical form was implanting the

tive character of capitalist discourse, given authori-

rules of delayed gratification and security for one’s

ty by the Western counselors to the first democratic

activity (resourcefulness).” On the contrary, the new

governments (e.g., Jeffrey Sachs and George Soros),

capitalist social order reinforced a sense of risk and

did not and could not (because of the historical and

the unpredictability of the social and material situa-

material context) go hand in hand with a similar

tion, normalizing the understanding of the changing

repertoire of practices and technologies of the self

conditions as a necessary leap from pre-modernity

to those described by Foucault in Western contexts.

towards modernity, which was bound to entail some

As a result, the imitation has not led to direct copy-

casualties. As a result, in many respects, Poland was

ing of the West, but to a hybridization of the forms

in the vanguard of neoliberal changes introduced

of governance we see nowadays, for example, to the

without sufficient provisions being made for employ-

discord between the discourse of success and the

ees, which may be exemplified by the privatization of

historical necessity of the neoliberal transformation,

many sectors of the country’s economy, promoted in

on the one hand (Kubala 2019:129-145), and the so-

the post-transformation discourse and deregulation

cial memory of the period of transformation, on the

of economic life, leading to a serious weakening of

other (Laczó and Wawrzyniak 2017).

the nation-state’s power over the flow of capital (Lewicki 2018:406-407).

The change towards capitalism, justified by Western
European neoliberal discourse of the second half of

The post-transformation model of subjectivity pro-

the 20th century, took place in Poland within a very

moted in the media and public policy is based only

short period, but did not entail a full formation of

to a small extent on the values of egalitarianism, so-

neoliberal rationality of government that would be

cial solidarity, and liberty understood as free and

close to the one diagnosed by Foucault, an instru-

uncompromising self-expression. It is replaced by

ment of which would be a “classic” dispositif of se-

liberty directed towards new rationality, which

curity. One of the tasks of the dispositif of security

expresses itself in realizing one’s professional and

is minimizing the risk connected to the possible

consumerist aspirations within the market game

incompatibility of individuals with the rules of the

(Kubala 2019:292-301). As a result, in many cases,

market game—both by normalizing their life aspira-

as Anda Rottenberg, a Polish art critic and curator,

tions and by affirming individual resourcefulness,

puts it, “[i]n Poland, the people who profit from free-

which is supposed to guarantee, usually deferred,

dom the least are those who have fought for it” (as

economic security, as well as by taking care of those

cited in Hugo-Bader 2016:19 [trans. MNF]).

who are permanently or temporarily “unresourceful” so that society would not incur losses as a result

Calling post-transformation Poland a leader of

of their presence (Foucault 2007:11; 2008:65-66).

neoliberal governmentality is, however, a serious
oversimplification. Despite the fact that consecutive

Comparing Western neoliberal governmentality

governments of democratic Poland, regardless of

and post-transformational practices of government,

their ideological affiliation, have been using a (neo)

Mikołaj Lewicki (2018:388 [trans. MNF]) states that,

liberal economic discourse and juggling promises

“[i]n Poland, it would be difficult to say that organized

of increased welfare and of improving the quality
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of public services, as their basic political strategy.

aimed at encouraging individuals to undertake busi-

Such a strategy is also popular in Western liberal

ness activities, but rather at pushing “dispensable”

democracies, but what is noteworthy in the case of

people out of the labor market, for example, through

Poland is the justification that is typically provid-

a system of the so-called bridging pensions (the pos-

ed for the promised solutions. They are supposed

sibility to retire before reaching the statutory age of

to result in narrowing the “civilizational gap” be-

retirement) (cf. Gomułka 2016:21). One of the recipi-

tween post-socialist and Western countries and re-

ents of social transfers has been, along with the low-

store the citizens’ dignity (Ziółkowski 2015:159-161).

er classes and the former working-class, pauperized

On the one hand, these claims are formulated in

intelligentsia whose education and expertise are

opposition to neoliberal capitalism and highlight its

undervalued in the neoliberal labor market. In fact,

negative effects on the individual, such as precar-

the concept of the subjectificated individual, homo

ization, growing social stratification, and pressure

oeconomicus or “entrepreneur of the self” who plays

to subordinate the educational and developmental

a crucial role in the technology of neoliberal gov-

path to the needs of the labor market (N.B.: these are

ernmentality (Bröckling 2007; Foucault 2008:296),

effects unforeseen by Foucault). Dignity claims are

does not apply to a vast part of the population in

sometimes embedded within a retro-utopian dis-

the post-socialist state, raised in the economy of

course, built upon, inter alia, a nostalgia for social-

shortage or in the period of a turbulent shift into

ism (Mikołajewska-Zając and Wawrzyniak 2016),

peripheral capitalism. Whereas the subject-figure of

anti-Western slogans (prophesying the moral de-

“entrepreneur of the self” is successfully applied in

mise of the West, which “worships” consumerism

the studies on subjectification practices embedded

and cultural liberalism), and a shift back towards

in a direct transfer of Western neoliberal culture

the authoritarian rationality of government (Gdu-

and the discourse of governing the Self (e.g., a study

la 2018; Szczegóła and Kwiatkowski 2017). On the

of coaching by Bogołębski 2014 or an analysis of the

other hand, the political response to these claims is

new patterns of parametrization implemented in

hybrid, combining the rationalities of the welfare

Polish universities to measure the output of Polish

state and neoliberal capitalist policies. For example,

scholars [Ostrowicka and Spychalska-Stasiak 2017]),

the flagship welfare program of the Law and Justice

in the Polish-specific genealogical analysis, this fig-

Party [Prawo i Sprawiedliwość] governing Poland

ure seems insufficient to conduct a proper recon-

since 2015, known as the 500+, offers a direct finan-

struction of local subject-making processes. I am far

cial transfer to families with children (instead of tax

from defending a prejudiced concept of homo sovi-

reductions, school vouchers, etc.). The family is sup-

eticus as an allegedly typical identity for an Eastern

posed to manage the money transferred by the state

European subject: economically unresourceful, but

on its own. The amount they receive (approximately

entitled and politically manipulable (cf. Sztompka

116 Euros per month per child) reduces their con-

2001:22). Nonetheless, the shaping of a subject in the

sumption rather than stimulating individual entre-

setting of a country catching up with the West is not

preneurship.

only a governing-discursive process, but also a symbolic and emotional one, and this dimension seems

Social transfers were carried out during the whole

unappreciated in the (post)Foucauldian perspec-

period of Polish transformation, and they were not

tive. In the case of Poland and other post-socialist
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societies, the more relevant model of a subject may
be “a practitioner of the self,” a type of individual

The German and the Polish Dispositif
Case Studies—A Comparison

who is subjectificated not within a given rationality
of governing the population, but through their own

To illustrate the contextual differences that leave

practices of thoughtful/helpless responding to the

an imprint on the analyses, I will refer to two case

conditions of economic and dignity shortages and

studies, one German and the other—Polish, which

of symbolic-cultural peripherality.

discuss education in terms of the Foucauldian dispositif. I have decided to focus on German and

What fits into the Foucauldian thinking is that in

Polish research due to the fact that they are both

Poland this hybrid and partially imitative form

similar and different. Most importantly, Foucault

of governance produces a considerable margin of

himself was interested in contemporary German

freedom in comparison to the socialist regime (cf.

governmentality and its social tools. Thus, German

Foucault 2008:22), but primarily in legal or con-

scholars who do research in this field may directly

stitutional terms rather than in a microeconomic

refer to his findings and thus continue his genea-

and socio-psychological perspective. Taking into

logical work. Polish scholars, by contrast, need to

account the expansive nature of neoliberal dis-

search for analogies and differences between Fou-

courses in Poland, followed by discursive and

cault’s concept and local discourses and social prac-

non-discursive practices applied with or without

tices. In other words, they need to test the Western

“success” in the institutional and private domains,

genealogy and adapt it to the local context. At the

we may speak about post-socialist market governmen-

same time, both German and Polish case studies

tality characterized by a dispositif of modernization/

that I examine below pose similar questions about

civilization security. The notions of governmentali-

the subject that is produced in the process of edu-

ty and dispositif of security refer to Western Eu-

cation—a fundamental social institution for govern-

ropean narratives and processes. In consequence,

ing people. Education is one of the key concepts of

the modern change in the art of government in the

power/knowledge because its institutionally encom-

Latin West, crucial for Foucault, in Eastern Europe,

passes a social group (children and young adults)

may have appeared as a violent shift rather than as

that consists of the most susceptible recipients of

the “natural” fruit of an endogenic metamorpho-

practices of the self (Ball 2017). The formation of the

sis of political and intellectual thought. Therefore,

members of this group as economic and political

the incorporation of Foucault’s concepts into the

subjects dictates the directions of society’s develop-

process of analyzing post-socialist democracies in

ment and is a subject of particular concern to those

Central and Eastern Europe should entail a cultur-

who create public policies.

al and political translation of this methodology.
Otherwise, the use of the categories of governmen-

In Norbert Ricken’s works, education (Bildung in

tality, dispositif, or “entrepreneur of the self” in

German) is conceptualized and operationalized as

the post-socialist context should be revisited as an

a dispositif due to its historical and diachronic con-

imitative rewriting of the Eastern European expe-

stitution reflecting the post-enlightenment concept

rience in accordance with Western narratives and

of a free and self-conscious subject that is guaranteed

critical theory.

by modern relations of power (Ricken 2006:172ff).
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Education as a dispositif of security refers to a set

post-enlightenment sense, stressing the self-educa-

of discourses, practices, and institutions which in

tion and self-disciplining of individuals, that is sub-

modernity achieved the commonly accepted status

jectivation happening within the frames of a specif-

of having no alternative and being irreplaceable in

ic form of governing the population. This is why

Western societies. This self-evidence and lack of al-

Ricken believes education to be a pattern of inter-

ternatives constitute the power of education (Ricken

pretation that regulates not only the positive rela-

2015:41-42). Starting from the famous German phi-

tionship between the individual and their own self,

losophers and education theorists, such as Wilhelm

but also all social relations and orientation towards

von Humboldt and Immanuel Kant, Ricken focuses

the common good (Ricken 2015:45-46).

on the interplay between pedagogic discourses, institutions or practices, and the patterns of subjecti-

Ricken asks whether the diagnosis that education

fication developed and implemented in Germany

functions as a dispositif of security is nowadays

and other Western European societies in a particu-

accurate (Ricken 2015:46-47). To this end, he con-

lar historical moment: the fall of the tradition of the

fronts Foucault’s perspective with, among others,

absolutist state belonging to a prince or a king, and

Pierre Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron’s con-

a fiasco of the enlightenment and republican idea

cepts of the reproduction of cultural capital through

of the volonté générale. This led to the development

the schooling system. Ricken claims that the ed-

of the idea of a negative state, refraining from di-

ucational pattern of interpretation or dispositif,

rect interference with its citizens’ lives, but focused

though changing in accordance with the demands

on guaranteeing them safety. At the beginning of

of the epoch, in late modernity, loses its operating

the 19th century, education started being used as an

force and becomes a structure of the fading order of

instrument of general normalization of individuals,

knowledge. Ricken does not reject the Foucauldian

legitimized by the Kantian dictum saying that one

categories of governmentality and dispositif, but he

becomes truly oneself only when, as a result of edu-

points to their subordination to the functionality of

cation, one gains self-awareness (Ricken 2015:44-45).

a given social system. What becomes the real goal is
not the formation of self-aware social subjects, but

From this perspective, a dispositif of education

of individuals who fit in conventional social rela-

should be regarded as an infra-social category which

tions. Moreover, education can no longer be seen as

refers to a specific cultural pattern of interpretation

a field of “ready-made” subjectifying practices; its

concerning modern selves, their social roles, and

impact on the self is possible only in a specific way

fates. Ricken focuses on educational reforms intro-

or in connection to other areas of power/knowledge

duced during the reign of the Prussian king Fred-

(Ricken 2015:51-55; 2019). To sum up, in Ricken’s

erick William III and supported discursively by the

(2006:199ff) research, which is partially a genealogi-

thought of Kant and Humboldt. In his opinion, the

cal reconstruction and partially prospective specu-

educational changes of that period constitute the

lation, the dispositif plays the role of a category that

core of the social transformation which took place

is sensitive to the historical and political context, but

between 1780 and 1820 in Prussia and Western Eu-

one that can be functionalized (empirically and the-

rope, and which was connected to the shift towards

oretically) as a strategic system of discourses, prac-

non-disciplinary and pastoral rationality—in the

tices, and institutions that influence one another.
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In post-socialist Poland, Helena Ostrowicka (2012;

itative modernization processes, whereas the neo-

2015) conducted a post-Foucauldian dispositif anal-

liberal dimension of security serves as just one of

ysis of the education of teenagers. For this author,

the strategies (apart from juridical and disciplinary

governmentality is a general meta-category, which

mechanisms of power) of playing a power game be-

“is bound neither to a single type of rationality

tween the Center and Periphery. Ostrowicka does

(a neoliberal one) nor to one single normativity”

not explicitly problematize this local context, rather

(Ostrowicka 2015:23 [trans. MNF]). Consequently,

trying to universalize her category of the dispositif

a dispositif is regarded as a social technology that

of age in relation to the system of education as such

is neither ideologically nor historically determined,

(at least in the context of the European Union). Still,

but realizes the rationality of any governance. Un-

the conclusions of her research provide an oppor-

der this premise, Ostrowicka carries out a dispositif

tunity to ask questions about: 1) the local dynamics

analysis of a nexus of social power, discourse, and

of the changes in conceptualizing young adults and

state policy, which conditions the desired (accord-

students’ status in the education discourse; 2) the

ing to educational expertise) subjectivity of Polish

mutual relations between Western and Polish dis-

teenagers. On the basis of post-Foucauldian dis-

courses and educational practices towards young

course analysis and the textual corpus of research

adults, and 3) the reality of Polish institutions and

reports on Polish teenagers published in education-

educational practices conforming to the discourse

al journals, as well as media discourse on a 14-year-

of the subjectivity of the youth copied from the

old schoolgirl who committed suicide, Ostrowicka

West. Extrapolated from the field of education, the

(2012:136 [trans. MNF]) distinguishes a dispositif of

above-mentioned issues are equally relevant to oth-

age, which “makes a link between young age and

er areas of post-Foucauldian analyses performed in

educational institutions, mainly school, through

the local, Eastern European context (e.g., studies of

a space-time of technical possibilities of identifica-

labor, citizenship, or the normalization of sexuality).

tion, control, and positioning of the learning sub-

Each of these cases is connected with the circulation

ject.” While discussing the dispositif of age, Ostro-

of Western discursive practices and models of social

wicka (2015:177-178) focuses on interconnections

practices. This process is not only conditioned by

between local knowledge about young people and

the local genealogy of power, but also the position

the European Union’s educational policy, as well as

of the examined portion of social reality in the net-

on the labor market in Poland and in the EU or so-

work of dependencies between the ideological Cen-

cial processes of normative change.

ter of Europe and its Peripheries.

For Ostrowicka (2012:36ff; 2015:133ff), the basic the-

Conclusion: A Proposal for a “PostSocialist” Dispositif Analysis

oretical reference is the Foucauldian model of the
dispositif of security linked to neoliberal governmentality. In her research in the Polish post-so-

The aim of this article is not to discourage anyone

cialist context, she, however, applies a technologi-

from using dispositif analysis in a post-socialist field

cally-oriented approach to studying the dispositif.

of research, but to emphasize the necessity of meth-

In consequence, the educational dispositif of age

odological adjustment and supplementation of the

functions as a hybrid device of the belated and im-

post-Foucauldian perspective in order to minimize
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a mechanical imitation of the Western studies on

should be gathering macroeconomic and macroso-

neoliberal power in the Eastern European context.

cial indices referring not only to the gross domestic

Therefore, I propose a few research guidelines for

product or dynamics of economic growth, but also to

post-Foucauldian research conducted in post-social-

social stratification and the level of income inequali-

ist states such as Poland. Although in my analyses,

ties. Between 1980 and 2017 the latter in Polish society

I have focused on a comparison between German and

showed the fastest growth in Europe, according to the

Polish research, my final remarks are applicable to the

World Inequality Lab report (Blanchet, Chancel, and

post-Foucauldian approach to discourse and the dis-

Gethin 2019), which points to the local domination of

positive as a whole. As in the case studies that I have

the neoliberal model of society characterized by mar-

discussed, what serves as a challenge for the disposi-

ket competition, alongside the negative results of this

tif analysis in the post-socialist context, is critical and

model. However, it is only the confrontation of the

self-reflective dissociation from the Western geneal-

abovementioned indices with the indicators of civil

ogy of power, at the same time, retaining the basic

liberties, the evaluation of democratic institutions,

assumptions of the post-Foucauldian perspective on

and the individual assessment of one’s well-being

the strategic role of discourse and the dispositif in the

and sense of social justice (e.g., Diagnoza Społeczna3

contemporary art of government. Furthermore, the

[Social Diagnosis], European Social Survey4) that al-

Foucauldian concepts that serve as analytical cate-

lows one to place the dispositif of post-socialist mar-

gories in the studies of post-socialist power relations

ket governmentality within the field of global and

need to be supplemented with the local designations

local socio-economic relationships.

whose critical descriptions can be empirically verified. Only then is it possible to use (post)Foucauldian

For the same reason, dispositif analysis carried out

tools to draw conclusions on the models of subjectivi-

in Poland should be sensitive to the modernizing

ty that are typical of a given research field.

and dignity functions of practices activated in dispositifs and referring to the tension between the

In the case of researching the Polish post-socialist art

Western Center and the Eastern Peripheries of Eu-

of government, the first step should cover enriched

rope: both within the intersocietal framework, be-

hermeneutic discourse analysis and the analysis

tween economically developed and democratically

of practices connected to it, with elements of mac-

stable societies and societies which are developing

roeconomic, politological, and macro-sociological

and aspiring to (an idealized) Western quality of

analysis of the objectivization of empirical reality.

democratic social life, and the intrasocietal frame-

Foucault did not do this, concentrating on intellec-

work, between those social classes that manage bet-

tual discourse. In his case, such a narrowing could

ter in neoliberal capitalism and groups experiencing

pass muster because he analyzed the rationalities of

deprivation. At the intersection of these dimensions,

government which emerged historically and evolu-

one may distinguish the following types of practic-

tionally from the changes in the Western European

es of normalization typical in Central and Eastern

state and economy, and were not imitative, techno-

European societies:

cratic, and, to a large extent, implemented in a revolutionary way on top of a collapsing socialist regime.
The first step of a “post-socialist” dispositif analysis
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3

See: http://www.diagnoza.com/. Retrieved January 03, 2021.

See: http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/. Retrieved January 03, 2021.
4
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Table 1. The practices of normalization in post-socialist societies with reference to the Center-Periphery
relationship
Modernizing function

Dignity function

Intersocietal
inequalities

Modernizing and (anti)Westernizing practices:
oriented towards economic, institutional, and
axiological “catching up” with Western Europe
or rejecting the idea of imitative change

Practices connected to dignity and settling accounts:
oriented towards expecting moral and symbolic
reparations from the West for historically
determining the international position of a postsocialist state

Intrasocietal
inequalities

Modernizing and class practices:
oriented towards drawing even with the West
materially by observing the lifestyles of local
elites

Dignity and class practices:
oriented towards problematizing the unfair
separation of material goods and symbolic
positions within a society

Source: Self-elaboration.

Identifying these practices would help define the

researchers, for example, Tomasz Warczok and To-

kind of situation of social crisis that the dispositif

masz Zarycki (2014) and Agata Zysiak (2019), who

of Polish art of government de facto answers to: to

promote peripheral uses of Bourdieu’s theory, ad-

what extent it is a derivative of a neoliberal political

justed to the regional fields of power relations.

economy, and to what extent—a reaction to social
resentments connected to the geopolitical hierarchy

Moreover, what should be taken into account in this

of collective entities. Consequently, the category of

context is the imitative dimension of discourse and

the dispositif should be conceptualized as a discur-

non-discursive practices involved in the post-social-

sive-non-discursive ensemble that is responsive to

ist dispositif. Discourse on subjectivation can rather

fluctuations of governing strategies, where the neo-

easily be copied from the West, but the discursive

liberal component is involved in a game of power

imitation does not have to involve the implemen-

with other types of logic of governing people. The

tation of practices that operate according to given

analysis of the Center-Peripheric distribution of eco-

governmentality and fulfill promises made in the

nomic, social, and cultural capital is useful in this

westernized discourse (or this implementation is

context. Still, frequent attempts at linking Foucault’s

but apparent and the final subjectivation becomes

perspective directly with Pierre Bourdieu’s theory

also virtual). In order to minimize the influence of

would not work within the context of Eastern Eu-

textual idealism on research results, the research-

rope. As in the case of Foucault, they could be seen

er should focus, on the one hand, on the symbolic

as a quasi-colonial transfer of theories (Bourdieu

function of discourse, institutions, and their prac-

did not do research on Poland or other post-socialist

tices, and on the other, on individual and collective

countries, either). However, there are a few Polish

techniques of facing the peripheral reality.
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The abovementioned phase of the analysis should

anakis 2013). Finally, the confrontation of the subject

include the reconstruction of post-socialist modes of

model described by Foucault and elaborated on by

subjectification. The proposed category of “a prac-

his Western European commentators with forms of

titioner of the self” can serve not only as a kind of

subjectivity developing within Polish rationalities

umbrella term to gather various types of practic-

of government would require asking the question

es of post-socialist normalization with regard to

about the local discursive and cultural identity.

particular biographic strategies of individuals, but

Here, what is helpful is cultural identity analysis,

it can be used as well with an aim to distinguish

carried out at the intersection of philosophy and

both 1) semiotic messages embedded in the ways

psychology, and developed in Poland, inter alia, by

of positioning the self towards others (other social

Andrzej Leder (2014) and Piotr Augustyniak (2015;

classes and groups, as well as other societies, espe-

2019). Despite the fact that Foucault is not the main

cially Western Europeans) and 2) everyday practices

reference point for these authors, their research fits

of producing, confirming, or resisting a particular

into the spectrum of poststructuralism, and their

type of local subjectivity.

goal to contribute to the academic reflection on the
cultural and discursive construction of individual

The first task will be facilitated by introducing to

existence by introducing the general thesis of “pow-

one’s research selected aspects of semiology deal-

er coming from everywhere.”

ing with the mythmaking function of the linguistic level of discourse, which aims at normalizing

The post-Foucauldian perspective has already taken

the social order (Barthes 1972; in the Polish context,

an immense step beyond Foucault’s thought. East-

Wasilewski 2012; Napiórkowski 2018). The second

ern European scholars may take another step for-

one requires opening up to the methods of an an-

ward and, to paraphrase Dipesh Chakrabarty, bring

thropology of the contemporary, aimed at research-

this analytics of power to a provincial level so that

ing cultural practices of contemporary individuals

it could render the specificity of Eastern Europe in

and social groups within their “natural,” everyday

an equal dialogue with Western critical theory and

environment in the context of current relationships

prove that the dispositif does not constitute a “fancy”

between politics, scientific knowledge, and economy

category borrowed from the West, but it regulates the

(Sulima 2000; Łuczeczko 2006; Rabinow and Stavri-

crisis and normalizes the post-socialist society.
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